Mobile Augmented Reality Systems
Mobile Augmented Reality

An AR system may be defined as a system having the three following characteristics:
• combines real world objects and virtual objects
• is reactive or better interactive (objects with behavior)
• uses 3D positioning of virtual objects
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- POIs Browser
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<a2ml xmlns="http://wam.inrialpes.fr/a2ml">
  <cues>
    <cue id="piano1" begin="0" loopcount="-1">
      <chunk>
        <sound src="piano_loop.flac"/>
      </chunk>
    </cue>
    <cue id="piano2" begin="0" loopcount="-1">
      <chunk>
        <sound src="piano_loop.flac">
          <!--Phasing: playback speed to 95%-->
          <rate value="95000"/>
        </sound>
      </chunk>
    </cue>
  </cues>
</a2ml>
Autonomy Project (TPAC Demo)